
The DiGA Canvas

Digital Oxygen 
Digital Oxygen is an owner-operated management consultancy focusing on the development
and implementation of digital transformation and digital product strategies. Our experienced
team supports leaders of medical technology companies and international start-ups on their
way to a digital future. The joint success is based on a critical team and customers who see
themselves as partners – who question and challenge and are open to breaking new ground.
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Which intervention does our DiGA provide?
 Which disease group (ICD-10) do we want to address with our DiGA?
 In which areas should our DiGA be prescribed?
 What is the goal of the intervention delivered through the DiGA?
 Where are obstacles in the healthcare systems and how can our DiGA

contribute to solving these?
 On which scientific concepts does our DiGA build upon?
 Which guidelines are followed when defining the content?
 Which duration of use makes sense for therapeutic reasons?
 What is the involvement of healthcare professionals with our DiGA?

Characteristics
 Providing a lifestyle intervention; e.g. stopping health risk behavior
 Accompanying another healthcare intervention
 Building on cognitive behavioral therapy
 Building on S3-guidelines
 Short-term vs. long-term usage implied
 Recognition, monitoring, treatment, alleviation

of diseases/injuries/disabilities
 Closing structural gaps in the healthcare system
 Enhancing existing healthcare set-ups
 Diagnostic profile aside of other concept characteristics

Application Areas
 Primary care
 Specialist physicians
 Hospital discharge management
 Rehab
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www.digital-oxygen.com
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For more information on DiGA and The DiGA Canvas, 
please reach out to Alexander Voigt.

Alexander Voigt
Digital Health Expert Germany
avo@diox.de
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